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1
INTRODUCTION

What this book is about

Who this book is for

 

— Henry Ford, American carmaker
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Entrepreneurship and the author

1970s, Freddie 
Skytrain broke the old airline cartel and enabled mil



Being an entrepreneur simply means being someone 

— Sir Richard Branson, founder, Virgin Group

The teaching of mainstream economics imagines the 

people and the 

Structure of the book

3



plore its economic and social importance and its amazing 

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

4
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WHY CARE ABOUT ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

Most of us realise that land, labour and capital are needed 
in order to produce the goods and services that sustain and 

and focused by some human mind – an entrepre- neurial 
.

Classical economics established four fundamental fac

20th cen

— Frédéric Sautet

Indeed, entrepreneurship is so overlooked that even the 

entreprendre, meaning to 

1730 
1680–1734

cial risk in running a business; and 1803
1767–1832
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Further embellishment of the idea came in 1848

1806–73

economists focus on the role of entrepreneurs as
 or in

of future uncertainty

of applying more of the 

entrepreneurs face constant pressure to innovate as they 

1950s, the American 
1924

1956

1958

2020
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1909–2005
valueless things like sand into valuable ones like silicon 

1985
sources can be used to create things of even greater value, 

2020

and Sanandaji 2014

Why care about entrepreneurship?
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How to promote entrepreneurship

2016

to encourage it?

1985

store or another Mexican restaurant in the American 
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designing process and tools, and by basing training on 

Advocacy 2014
The rest fail for many and diverse reasons that may have 

Why care about entrepreneurship?
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2009 en-

products either fail or break through to economic success, 

the easier it is to fail

95 1

10,000

— Thomas Edison
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nickname of the southern San Francisco Bay Area that is 

2013

cal business environment including venture capitalists from 

How economists neglect entrepreneurship

2014

Why care about entrepreneurship?



12
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be needed; no market

In reality, it is the very  in economic life that 

beit, in the case of many successful entrepreneurs, inspired 

Why care about entrepreneurship?
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 Entrepreneurs take risks, make investment decisions, and 

smartphone, never mind buy one? What producer of ency

2014

1899–1992

1978
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in markets – a natural result of their dynamism and com

ernment planners or dominated by monopolists, neither of 

— Anita Roddick, founder of BodyShop

is consumers, constantly choosing the products that best 

Why care about entrepreneurship?
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countless other uses of goods and services that deliver the 
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The approach of mainstream economics has yet another 

But by glossing over the real diversity and complexity of eco

Why care about entrepreneurship?
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As a result, consumers enjoy a huge variety of products to 

soap or orange juice or hamburgers are made, styled, pack

ignores this diversity and therefore overlooks the role and 

about entrepreneurship and try to understand and encour
2019
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DIFFERENT VIEWS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Most people imagine entrepreneurship in one of three 

2013

Business type.



20

2014

1 The reasons 

because there is not enough capital around to make such 

1
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that indicates only the prevalence of subsistence farming 

2013

Sanandaji 2008

1 or even 
$1 billion– 

around in every age and every country, but the likelihood 
of them becoming gazelles or unicorns depends on many 

1 1$ 20 per cent or 



22

gives us the reassurance that some entrepreneurial mind is 
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 To many such serial entrepreneurs, already billionaires, 

Mindset.
rates out entrepreneurs from others? When speaking of 

2010

cannot manage people, and highly competent managers 
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Another problem is that these mindset traits are hard to 

2014

Firm size and entrepreneurship

1883–1950

had the capital, the skilled and informed employees, and the 

ter 1911

Later on, though, Schumpeter concluded that smaller 

1922–2017
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2002

Complex factors.
17,000 

$500 million, ac

and Allen 2016
their core business have about a 1 8

2,000

— Harvey Mackay, US businessman and columnist
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1939

1991

Large–small partnerships. Mindful of this, many large 

fer 2015
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Kinds of entrepreneur
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Many establish themselves in partnerships, such as Lar

and leave them to handle the details – such as registering 



29

Non-commercial entrepreneurs. Economists naturally 
tend to think of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship in a 

Entrepreneurs are unusual people



30

1983

The entrepreneurial process. With these points in mind, 
some economists see entrepreneurship as a 

plex choices that must be got right if the entrepreneur is 
and then 

 

about the future state of the 
market and of customer demand; calmly 



31

 It then involves  the best products and pro
cesses to use;  the 
necessary resources; 
ture; those resources on delivering that vision; 

; and 
neur must then achieve  and  on it;  
up the enterprise and 

 in 

2-1

The entrepreneurial mind

fort and money for uncertain results in the long and com



32

Personality. Entrepreneurial minds seem to focus more 

40 per 

49
and Kelley 2019

1942
social skills such as the ability to persuade and inspire trust 

1994; see also McCloskey and Klamer 
1995

Inheritance.

inheritance are commonly regarded as the main source of 

95 per cent of the richest 
1,000
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13
56

Many of the rest have inherited a small family business 
1 The annual Forbes 

Entrepreneurial success is also based on 

agement all demand intellectual facility, grounded in facts 

1 2019



34

33
2014

Experience.
9

entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson and IKEA founder Ingvar 

preneurs learn just enough at university to give them good 

ally graduate from university tend to be more risk averse 



35

60 40

ist believes that divorce – though no more than one divorce 

Sociological factors

cluding culture, religion and demography may promote 

Values. Shared moral principles such as honesty, a sense 

strong family provides the succour that an entrepreneur 



36

1864–1920

1905

14

49
2019

2016 found that immi

$1
2016

 
Some observers have argued that minority groups have a 
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THE ECONOMIC ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Economics and uncertainty

The mainstream economic textbooks, as already men

omists, envying the success of the natural sciences, have 

investors cannot accurately forecast daily stock prices or 

resources available to them, accurately predict the next 



38

in the market, such as entrepreneurs, can do no more than 

1885–1972
1921

Uncertainty 

 in the face of 

responsibility for the  of pursuing their 

 nature of entrepreneurs as they introduce inno



39

2009 2019

The textbook model

created or fail, and therefore no purpose for entrepreneur

1881–1973
1951
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products; and taking risks and organising resources to that 

products, according to their best judgement about an un

Furthermore, the inputs they must put together are com

ital as if all plumbers, farmers and ballerinas, or all trucks, 

that they are not makes combining resources both complex 



41

bother to exchange unless they both considered them

1723–90
noted 250 1776] 1981

— Sir Richard Branson, founder, Virgin Group

The idea of the entrepreneur as an  and -
ruptor
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ods and products themselves became resources that future 
entrepreneurs can use to create yet other products – as the 



43



44

ic role of the entrepreneur comes from the prominent An
1930

1973

This kind of entrepreneurship seems more commonplace 



45

say, or confusion about the true state of supply and demand 

preneur sees such gaps and mismatches not as problems 



46

 If markets are out of kilter, he maintains, it is because 
market players are ignorant of something and do not spot 



47

correctly than other people do buys some or all of the 

Entrepreneurs must also consider the countless other 

1906–90

mann 1986
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Entrepreneurs and uncertainty

ones 
1951

Since markets are never at rest, entrepreneurs must make 



49

Entrepreneurs and judgement

1966

Foss 2014

1949

make plans, focus resources and produce the products 

The former head of IBM, Thomas Watson, probably nev
1943
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1940s and 
1950s
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THE IMPORTANCE  OF  ENTREPRENEURSHIP

that give us instant access to the best performances of the 



52

for a retailer, a hearing aid can do for a deaf person or a 

of combining and using inputs to reduce costs and improve 

ued, or selling things they consider overvalued, they alert 

touchscreens made possible tablets and smartphones, 



53

during the 1990s unleashed a similar sort of cascade, mak

harsh agricultural existence and into a more prosperous and 



54

their business, or rely on money from friends, family or lo

management skills and a strong business case, they can tap 

they need or selling a share in their business in return for 

agers and consultants can take their skills to any country 



55

There are other economic 

dustries may hit a revenue ceiling as the demand for their 



56

The result of these and many other improvements, in sec
tors from agriculture through healthcare and retail to trans

the savings and capital they need to improve their lives and 

the savings and capital they need to improve their lives and 

versity of entrepreneurial businesses is likely to be much 



57

Also, successful entrepreneurs are large investors in char

1835–1919

Many entrepreneurs promote higher learning and re



58

And over the decades and centuries, entrepreneurs have 

a product that they value more than the money they pay 

value you put in – like turning useless and valueless sand 

is not something to decry but something to celebrate on 



59

ing more money from a venture than the amount they 

uses – and increase the value produced by supplying cheap

the market, the greater is the pressure on entrepreneurs to 

everyone has more to spend on things they value more; im



60

that is to reduce the number of entrepreneurs on the alert 

aged more people think to and act entrepreneurially and 



6
THE SPREAD OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Global presence

is to some extent an entrepreneur, constantly using their 



62

courage success, making people believe that they can suc

2014



63

case scenarios – and premising public policy upon such 

failure may encourage people to take risks and grasp poten

al entrepreneurship, perhaps because of their geographi

2008



64

Developing countries may not seem ideal places for en

to have savings that could be used to establish and expand 

and simple technology may provide a stronger boost to 

Since a number of sectors in a developing country may 
be not fully mature, there is also more scope for diversi



65

Another discovery that emerges from any global survey 
of entrepreneurship is that being open to foreign talent is 

2019

14
49

ing from 29

art 2019

One reason for this might be that many immigrants are 



66

thinking and perhaps less to lose, they may be more able 

changes happening earlier and more clearly than the na

For these and other reasons, migrants into the UK and US 

the engineering and tech companies in Silicon Valley, for in
stance, have immigrant founders – including Google, Face

of an immigrant, including Apple, Amazon, Boeing, General 

Industries suited to entrepreneurship

Some industries seem more suited to entrepreneurial 



67

found in businesses that can be leveraged to create a large 

Or it may be that people in many formerly poor countries 

countries in the 1950s
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The future of entrepreneurship

1980s
20 per cent to 10

40 per cent to 50 2016
These are imperfect indicators, and if there is indeed a 

decline in business dynamism, it could be local, temporary 

veloped economies, and that falling business dynamism is a 
2017

2019a

Litan 2014
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 Others say that the rising importance of branding and of 

2019

 But in fact the gains from scale have not risen much, and 

2019

the cost of compliance over a large number of sales; small 

2010 Dodd– Frank controls on 

1971

by the industry and is designed and operated primarily 



70

 But those lobbyists have an interest in keeping compet



7
 PRODUCTIVE AND UNPRODUCTIVE ENTREPRE-

NEURSHIP

1776

1776] 1981



72

1990

 There are no clear boundaries, but one might say that the 

  entrepreneurs 

entrepreneurs value the price they receive more than the 

vance progress, expand our choices, boost our value and 



73

ployee and set up a company to provide the same services, 

rules favourable to your business sector, for example, or 

$3 2018



74

1930–2014
gued that criminals act much like honest entrepreneurs, 

1968

essarily informed



75

grants and subsidies is that business entrepreneurs can of
ten make more money – or avoid huge costs – by hiring 



76

 Emperors granted their allies and favourites exclusive 

vailed on their cronies in government to restrict the num

eventually scaled back in the seventeenth and eighteenth 



77

1912–2006

1962
protect the public, Friedman found that it had the opposite 



78

2018

 In 1937

 
13,500 1930s

taxi markets; but they are resisted by the established pro



79

ers; and they can spend more on lobbying and developing 

regulatory decisions in their favour and against their com

It is true that unregulated businesses might produce 

per, locks us into old technologies, holds back economic 



80

Wasilczuk 2017

most developed countries like the US and Europe, are not 
due to a shortage of entrepreneurship and the falling rate 

 If they are not, then even rich countries decline as a re



81

When the Berlin Wall fell in 1989

of the reforms needed, clinging on to the idea that they can 



82

2011
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 CAN GOVERNMENT PROMOTE ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

because their strategies are too short term, too bureau

2009

In 2002

2010

2010, 

Policy failures.



84

2014

2013

velopment spending to rise to 3
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Lastly, the Lisbon Strategy ignored the crucial impact of 

Other strategies

to boost entrepreneurialism, he discovered most of them 

several other Middle Eastern states have tried to replicate 

 Governments have also 

2017 2000s, 



86

for great success, public servants are unlikely to turn into 

2011

never expect the kinds of fortunes that commercial entre



87

think that these leading industries can be accelerated if 

they may not be so good at running a business, nor con

local entrepreneurs – not only by introducing them to for



88

With all this in mind, many governments have invested 

such as stocks and bonds, gold or foreign exchange, private 



89

that may be intended to promote entrepreneurship, such 

trying to promote actually is, nor measure their success in 

 For example, Silicon Valley, they ar

the 1950s
could help the military and intelligence services meet the 



90

2019

ject, then expanded into academia, and only then onto our 

ment of Energy, and other Elon Musk industries received 
nearly $5

The case against.
ing economic enterprise is not the core business of gov
ernment, nor even an endeavour that it is either good or 



91

port should be in order to deliver the most good, so public 

and develop products and processes that may take years, 

Governments can also be captured, and government pro
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 As far back as 1776

2016
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63

0.1 

Sanandaji 2014

sales door to be opened, a credit line to be established, 

— Georges Doriot, venture capitalist

tant thing is to recognise that entrepreneurship needs the 



94

2020

move easily from one job to another, they are more likely 

Entrepreneurship is also boosted by having global stand

2009



95

enforced through an independent judicial process, again 

 On the other hand, it is easy to 

ments that make it harder to start and run companies make 



96

Governments should also be careful to avoid policies that 

1980s

1990
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making it harder for entrepreneurs to spot surpluses or 

technologies, they say, government should set very broad 

deiros 2019
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One virtue of the market economy is that individuals de

the 1960s
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be chosen over small, targeted and modest ones that might 

Lessons from experience

to fail, because the history, geography, people, culture and 

nments must realise that the venture capital market is in



100

$120

in the 1970s



9
THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ENVIRONMENT

and economic life? A good start might be to look at the 

Why is the US so entrepreneurial?

On any measure, the US is certainly an entrepreneurial 

Market size?

tomers and expand? Certainly, the US is a large country, 
325

445

ertheless, on most measures, it is far less entrepreneurial 



Wealth, freedom and culture

Wealth and capital.

ness, and access to the necessary capital from savings, 

Freedom. There is also more personal freedom in the US 

 of  index are also at the 
2005

0.87
freedom scores on the 2019 Index of 

and their entrepreneurial dynamism as 
 Busi

2020

0.77
 

and their score on published 

102



torian Britain and modern California to be hotbeds of 

Estonia, for example, but it scores highly on measures of 

2020

Openness.

2007

103



as they are in more socialist countries, but generally ad

Sanandaji 2014

decisions are made by the courts, in response to real issues, 

104



Spreading bureaucracy. Indeed, these systems seem to 

expanding and deepening it, they can help protect them

generate may mean that innovators have to take on an army 

And just as authoritarian government breeds cronyism and 

Agenda for growth. By contrast, the more open system 

erally lead not just the freedom and ease of doing business 

105



2014

terprets entrepreneurship, the mainstream tax policies that 

106



2016

every 1 3.7 per 

a 10 per cent cut in income tax rates brings a 12 per cent 
2019).

107



labour, such that taxes bear more heavily on large, capi
2008

earnings do not split neatly into income from labour and 

too, since they use their income to reinvest into the busi

Windfall taxes.

2007–8 the price of crude 
oil soared from $60 to $140

108



this extra cost and discourage entrepreneurs from preparing 

absorb unexpected tax bills by selling assets or dipping into 
reserves, smaller ones may have no saleable assets or spare 

lines that are less vulnerable to unexpected taxes, as larger 

2018

109



as capital gains; earnings can be postponed and the tax de

Other tax problems. Because mainstream economic 

ers typically pitch individual and corporate taxes at levels 

Because of the risks involved, the availability of venture 

110



their home country dry of talent, less dynamic and starved 

The regulatory burden

they may set up informal businesses that, being outside the 

50 days in 2003 to less than 
20 1

230
Republic it is 173 days; in Cambodia 99
end of the scale, it takes only four days to start a business in 

1

111



35 110,000 
5,000

a 2013

more than 15 268 

112



2013

Open
14 

500

2017

2003 2006

113



son 2013

114



 So, if people are to take those entrepreneurial risks, they 

 

Openness.

have had the bravery, energy and enterprise to leave their 

115



Culture.
ture and security of property rights, the independence of 
the judiciary, limits on governments, the defence of rights 

reproduce these deep principles in some other culture to 

116



gineering support programmes; avoiding upfront subsidies 

The importance of management

2019b

2005

2006 18

ucts, so do managers combine human resources to make 

117



2019b

the founding entrepreneur a decision in respect to his 

118
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revenues by 8

The lessons

ship for all the reasons given at the start of this book; and 

love, not a stream of tax concessions, subsidies, grants and 

119



might mean structuring the tax system to support training 

120
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